VERSATILE WORKSTATIONS THAT BLEND DESIGN AND FUNCTION
Creative in design, aesthetic in appeal and ergonomic in function, Ergoline, a TKS venture is synonymous with cutting edge furniture solutions for corporate and retail spaces. Placing comfort as its cornerstone, without compromise on quality, the company constantly strives to produce versatile seating and furniture solutions that not just enhance comfort, but spark creativity and promote health and well-being.

Creatively crafted, striking and sleek, Ergoline Workstations deconstruct workspaces, making them places that spark creativity and build teamwork. Featuring intelligent and cohesive designs, they can accommodate both small and large teams, making work fun and work-flow smooth.

The expansive range of chairs, workstations and seating solutions, stand out for their intelligent design and uniquely crafted aesthetics, manufactured under strict quality standards using sound scientific research.

The Brand
Solid, straight and superbly crafted, the Consolar linear range of workstations is chic and perfect for an open plan office space. Striking laminated glass screen ensures complete privacy, while seating is exclusive.
Consolar Sharing linear

Shared workstations that help in engagement and boost creativity, the Consolar Sharing Linear range works best to enhance teamwork. They are perfect for open plan offices and are designed with a laminated glass screen for added privacy.
Consolar L shape

Designed for teamwork and built for open plan offices, the Consolar L Shape Sharing workstation features a unique design that helps exchange of ideas and creativity while maintaining privacy and comfort. Striking laminated glass partitions are aesthetic and lend a sense of fun to the worktables.
Consolar 120°

Considerable research and a unique design makes this Consolar 120° sharing workstation stands apart for its style. Ergonomic, easy and versatile, this shared workstation builds team camaraderie and makes work fun.
Calvin linear

Built with dual use, soft-board and marker 33 mm screen and below the leg modesty screen for added comfort, the Calvin Linear Non-sharing workstation has a beautiful chic design, perfect for open plan workplaces. Clean lines and a cohesive design make them a great furniture piece to spark creativity.
The Calvin Sharing Linear workstation is a beautiful blend of design and functional aesthetics, with separate seating equipped with a dual use soft-board and white-board separator. Discreet wiring options make this a clutter-free, stylish addition to any workspace.
Calvin L

Striking, bold and sleek, the Consolar L Shape Non Sharing workstations have been designed for open office spaces that emphasize on privacy while highlighting a collaborative environment. Versatile dual use workstation separators and privacy screens add seriousness with a sense of fun to the office space.
Calvin Sharing L

Versatile, expansive and adding a creative spark to mundane work days, the Calvin L sharing affords plenty of workspace, encourages teamwork and sits well in an open plan work space. Laminated glass separators maintains privacy without compromise on ideas exchange.
Viva - 50 Linear

A creative workspace that makes seating fun and interactive, the Viva 50 non-sharing workstations have a 50mm dual use, floor length laminated glass screen that creates a cabin-like separation in an open plan workspace. Sleek and fuss-free, they make work fun.
Viva - 50 Sharing Linear

Featuring an office-like ambience without its accompanied seriousness, the Viva 50 Sharing workstation is fun without getting too boring. Dual use 50 mm separators run from floor to work-desk and the shared space makes seating fun and engaging.
Viva - 50 L

Maintaining individual privacy without any compromise on aesthetics, the Viva 50 L shape non-sharing, features 50 mm floor to tabletop workstation separators, ensuring privacy is maintained along with gorgeous looks and great function.
Viva - 50 Sharing L

High on creativity and design aesthetics, the Viva 50 L shape sharing workstation makes work fun and exciting. The dual use station separators has been designed for open plan spaces, yet encourages teamwork and sharing of ideas.
Viva - 70

Compact, bold and stylish, the viva 70 sharing workstation has thick 70mm screen dual use, white-board and soft-board separators for enhanced productivity and absolute comfort. These versatile workstation are designed to accommodate any number of people. Discreet wiring and handy utilities make them collaborative and creative spaces.
Featuring a deconstructed look and an intelligent design, the Viva 70-120 sharing workstation has 3 workstations, separated by 70-120mm thick dual use cabin separators, that add to the aesthetics without compromise on style.
Crystal

Simple in design, yet sleek and modern in look, the Crystal workstation packs a powerful punch. This manager’s table is equipped with a low leg privacy screen and handy storage cabinet that beautifully combines function and style.
The Impact Workstation is a table in solid wood, epitomizing strength, dependability and work ethics. Designed to create a lasting impact, this is perfect for open plan offices since it provides plenty of work space and adequate storage too.
Crescent

A unique design that encourages work and a creative exchange of ideas, this Crescent manager’s table features a round table at one end for team meetings and discussions. Ample storage makes this space versatile.
The Christina table replicates a manager’s cabin, affording complete privacy with floor to table 50mm dual use partition that screens out distractions, while maintaining solitude. It also affords plenty of storage for files and other office supplies.
Inspiration

A deconstructed table designed formally, Inspiration is crafted for MD’s & CEO’s who manage work and offices effortlessly. Made for open plan work spaces, this table is inviting yet serious, sparking ideas and endless creativity.
Liberty

Simple, straight and sturdy; these three words encapsulates the Liberty desk. This boardroom table in raw wood finish, exudes strength, encourages exchange of ideas and invites people to celebrate a team.
Yuva

Clean lines, sleek looks and an all-white finish give this Yuva desk a youthful vibe and encourages spontaneity and sharing of ideas. The expansive table makes seating easy and work flow smoothly.
Youthful, energetic and expansive, Bliss takes the stress out of work and injects it with a playful vibe. Featuring a curved design and convenient cable separators, the worktable is a perfect addition to modern open plan workspaces.
Edson

Designed in a rustic wood finish, that lends a sense of style and sobriety to the workplace, this Edson work table beautifully merges two distinct materials seamlessly. Creatively crafted and expansive, they allow the meeting of ideas and process and spark creativity in the workspace.
Zeta

A gorgeous deep brown raw wood finish in an unusual oval shape characterizes the Zeta work table. Its sleekness, style and sturdiness will enhance any conference room, while features make work unobtrusive and very convenient.
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